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Abstract
Road safety advertisers need to include fear r eduction in fear-
based advertisements to improve road safety behavioural
outcomes. When designing advertisements containing relief
components to reinforce safe driving attitudes and practices,
there should be greater emphasis on formative research, such as
pre-testing advertising concepts to ensure the correct
advertising execution is achieved.  Defining and selecting tar get
audiences on current attitudes and behaviours, such as offenders
(brand loyals), conformers (other brand loyals) and vacillators
(switchers), is recommended. Finally, moving beyond the
simplistic categorization of fear-based advertising according to
‘levels’ of fear to a new focus on ‘patterns’ of fear , which
requires the inclusion of a ‘fear r eduction’ mechanism, should
increase the effectiveness of road safety advertising. 

Keywords
Fear-based appeals, Fear pattern, Fear reduction, Road safety
advertising, Road safety campaigns

Introduction
This article moves away from the traditional notion of ‘levels’ of
fear and instead advocates a focus on ‘patterns’ of fear within
fear-based advertising appeals. A pattern of fear is the sequence

of fear arousal and ‘fear reduction’, if any, that is felt by the
viewing audience when exposed to a fear-based advertisement.
This new focus allows the importance of fear r eduction1 when
designing fear-based road safety advertising appeals to be
emphasised.

There is contention in both academic and practitioner fields on
the appropriate way to design fear-based appeals to dissuade
drivers from dangerous driving behaviours such as speeding,
drink-driving and driving while fatigued. Academic literature,
which is not limited to the area of road safety but includes other
social or health behaviours, has mainly discussed r esearch on
levels of fear or threat [3-5].There has also been a tendency to
simplistically categorise fear-based advertising appeals into either
fear (shock) or non-fear based appeals. These could be major
reasons for the lack of advancement in theories in this field. 

A comprehensive review of previous research in this domain has
been undertaken by Lewis, Watson, Tay and White and the
main conclusion drawn from this evaluation was that ‘further
research is required to determine the optimum way to utilise
fear in road safety advertising’ [6]. This observation is used as
the starting point of the discussion presented in this article. 
A new way of thinking when designing an effective fear -based
road safety advertising appeal is now put forwar d. 

The importance of fear reduction in fear-based road
safety advertising appeals
by Jennifer Algie, Senior Lecturer, School of Management and Marketing, Centre for Socially Responsible Marketing,
Faculty of Commerce, University of Wollongong
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Fear patterning theory
The fear patterning theory suggests that it is not the absolute
amount of fear (fear arousal only) that drives attitude change
and/or behaviour change, but the pattern of fear and then r elief
(fear reduction) felt by the audience that will determine the
effectiveness of an advertisement. The fear pattern theory builds
on the fear-as-acquired-drive (drive reduction) model [7] that
was one of the earlier major theories of how fear appeals work,
based on the assumption that it is fear r eduction that makes
such an appeal effective.   

A discussion of the mechanism of fear r eduction within road
safety advertising can be found in Rossiter and Thornton’s [8]
and Algie and Rossiter’s [9] papers. These articles explain that
the overwhelming majority of previous studies have focused
upon the effect of fear ‘arousal’, but do not properly investigate
the effect of fear ‘reduction’.The effect of ‘fear-relief ’ patterns
advertisements versus ‘fear-only’ patterns has been tested [10].
The relief messages used in the advertisements investigated in
Thornton’s research produced fear reduction that was associated
with lower (improved) speed-choice scores measured by a
simulation of actual driving behaviour [11].

Fear arousal versus fear reduction

Figure 1 provides a description of what could typically be
included in a fear-only pattern or fear arousal advertisement.  

Fear The advertisement would show a driver who was
speeding, and as a result lost control of his car, drove off
the road and smashed his car into a light-pole and
killing himself, with viewers being shown the graphic
image of a dead body.

Figure 1. Example of a fear-only pattern anti-speeding
advertisement

Figure 2 provides a description of what could be included in a
fear-relief pattern or fear reduction advertisement.  

Fear The advertisement would show a driver who was
speeding, and as a result lost control of his car, drove off
the road and smashed his car into a light-pole and
killing himself, with viewers being shown the graphic
image of a dead body.

Relief The advertisement then showed a rewind of the
situation presented in the first part of the advertisement,
followed by visuals of the same driver alive again and
driving along the same stretch of road, not speeding,
and then arriving safely at his destination, per haps
joyously greeted by a loved one.

Figure 2. Example of a fear-relief pattern anti-speeding
advertisement

If you are designing a fear-based road safety advertisement you
must consider the mechanism of fear r eduction to optimise
positive behaviour change. The new approach put forward here
is to think in terms of r einforcement strategies, as shown in
Figure 3, when designing road safety advertising appeals.  

Figure 3. Flowchart of instrumental conditioning processes caused
by anti-speeding advertising

The processes of positive punishment and negative
reinforcement applied to road safety advertising are depicted in
Figure 3. The flow-diagram process demonstrates that an
advertisement that arouses fear by scaring the viewer (that is, a
negative stimulus is applied), and then provides relief by
explaining or showing the correct behaviour and its harm-
avoiding consequences (such as, ‘if you drive slowly you will be
safe’) thus reducing the viewer’s fear (ie ‘removes’ the negative
stimulus), would be considered a negative reinforcement
approach in contrast to positive punishment. Drive theory
assumes that ‘the reduction of emotional tension operates as a
reinforcement of the reassuring recommendation’ [12]. The
relationship between instrumental conditioning and the drive-
reduction model is evident in Job’s r ecommendation that ‘if fear
must be used, it should be used in a manner that allows fear -
offset reinforcement to follow an appropriate response’ [13].

Loss of licence (negative punishment, or ‘non-reward’) or
bonus licence points (positive reinforcement or ‘reward’) are
legislative methods for changing behaviour, requiring detection
and intervention by government authorities.  

No reduction in fear -
negative stimulus

remains

(by not showing the
good behaviour, for
example, leave the

viewer with the image
of the pedestrian’s
body on the road)

Reduce fear - remove the
negative stimulus

(by showing the
avoidance consequence

of the good behaviour of
not speeding, for

example if a driver drove
slowly they will avoid
hitting the pedestrian)

Effect on speeding behaviour

Fear continues

(Positive punishment)

Fear reduction (Relief)

(Negative reinforcement)

Arouse fear - apply a negative stimulus

(by showing the negative consequences of the
bad behaviour of speeding, for example killing a

pedestrian by speeding in a car and not being
able to stop in time)
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Road safety advertising attempts to encourage behaviour
change voluntarily without the need for government
intervention. Therefore, only two of the possible four
approaches to encouraging safe driving behaviour can be
accomplished by advertising alone— fear-only (positive
punishment or ‘punishment’) and fear-relief (negative
reinforcement or ‘escape/avoidance’). Note also that both
approaches aim to reduce speeding behaviour rather than to
positively reinforce the good behaviour of driving safely, given
that most target audiences for road safety practitioners are at-
risk segments, that is, drivers who are regular speeders, such as
young male drivers. Rossiter and Bellman use the terminology
‘offenders’, ‘vacillators’ and ‘conformers’ to describe potential
target audiences for social marketing campaigns [14]. Most
road safety campaigns are targeted towards ‘offenders’.

Target audience classification

Defining and selecting target audiences based on their attitudes
and behaviours towards the particular driving practice (such as
mobile phone use, drink driving or speeding) is consider ed to
be more relevant (and far preferable) than relying on
demographics and psychographics to guide campaign choices.
Table 1 applies the Rossiter and Bellman Brand Loyalty [14]
perspective to target audiences in social marketing. 

Recommended sequence of fear and relief

In the fear appeal literature there has been minimal attention
given to the specific issue of fear r eduction; however, there has
been agreement on the optimal sequence of fear and r elief
stimuli that should be used in fear appeal communications [15-
16]. Job [13], for example, stipulated similar points to other
researchers in regard to certain conditions to increase the
effectiveness of a fear appeal. First, fear should be evoked before
the desired behaviour is offered. Second, the event should be
likely (relevance). Third, the desired behaviour should be
offered. Fourth, the level of fear should be in line with the
capacity of the desired behaviour to reduce the fear. Fifth, the
fear offset should occur as a reinforcer for the desired behaviour. 

The fear-as-acquired drive model posits that the fear-arousing
component of the message should precede the recommendation

that produces fear reduction. For example, Hovland et al. [7]
denote the following rules when designing fear-arousing appeals
(and for the purpose of this article the elements that should be
considered when designing fear-based road safety
advertisements). First, are content cues (C) that are the threat
stimulus or stimuli intended to evoke perceptions of
susceptibility and severity; second is the emotional reaction (E),
that is the experienced emotion of fear if the thr eat is successful;
and third is the reassuring recommendation (R) to adopt the
desired attitude or behaviour.

Content cues Emotional reaction Recommendation
(threat stimuli) (fear) 

Figure 4. Hovland et al.’s recommended sequence

There is also considerable agreement among previous
researchers who have investigated fear appeals on the need for
reassuring messages to overcome the threat [17-19]. Witte and
Allen  undertook a meta-analysis of fear appeal r esearch,
analysing over 100 studies; they concluded that, on average,
more fear is better but only given that efficacious messages ar e
matched to the level of threat used in the message.For example,
when using a high threat appeal, a high efficacy message will
produce the greatest behavioural change [20]. Witte believed
that ‘a failure to account for efficacy appears to have
contributed to diverse fear appeal findings’.    It is also possible
that a failure to measure fear reduction within studies is a
reason for contradictory findings in this field.  Efficacy
components within a fear-based appeal produce relief; however
the mechanism underpinning the fear pattern theory is a
behavioural learning theory of instrumental conditioning,
whereas the models that include efficacy are based on cognitive
learning. Tay believes that anti-speeding campaigns ‘suffer from
low response efficacy’ as the ‘only coping strategy available calls
for the viewers not to speed’ [21].  Wher eas another road safety
problem-behaviour such as drink driving has several coping
strategies, such as not drinking, catching a taxi or nominating a
designated driver. Thus if anti-speeding campaigners are
designing an advertisement and attempting to adhere to Witte’s
recommendation of the need for high efficacy in high thr eat
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Table 1. Applying Rossiter and Bellman’s Brand Loyalty Segmentation to Behavioural and Attitudinal Segmentation in
Road Safety Advertising or Social MARCOMs Campaigns

Commercial marketing application Brand Loyals Other-Brand Loyals Favourable Brand Switchers

(segmentation by brand loyalty) (consumers loyal to (consumers loyal to a (consumers who like your
your brand and currently competitor’s brand and brand and occasionally
purchasers of your brand) not currently purchasers purchase your brand)

of your brand)

Social marketing application Offenders Conformers Vacillators

(segmentation by attitude (citizens loyal to the (citizens already doing (citizens who engage in the
and behaviour) ‘bad’ behaviour) the ‘good’ behaviour) ‘bad’ behaviour occasionally 

or are contemplating the 
‘bad’ behaviour)
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communications, they would be deterred from using a fear-
based appeal. However, the fear pattern theory relies upon the
mechanism of fear reduction (relief) which is not entirely
dependent on efficacy messages or extensive coping strategies. 

The suggested format of stimuli to be used in a fear -based
appeal is: first, the ‘creation of a fearful situation, that activates
risk and vulnerability’; second, the ‘danger is depicted as serious
enough to warrant attention’; and finally ‘a solution is provided
as a means of fear reduction’ [22]. Table 2 summarises a sample
of researchers’ opinions of the general guidelines and
considerations required when designing fear appeal messages.

Despite this recommended formula, many road safety
advertisers do not develop advertisements that produce fear
reduction, but rather leave the viewer feeling extr emely tense at
the end of the advertisement. 

Reviewing past anti-speeding advertising
Road safety behaviours for many drivers are based on the
negative motivation of avoiding a potential problem (for further
information see Rossiter and Percy’s motivations named ‘problem
avoidance’ and ‘problem solution’[23]).  For example, in regard
to speeding and drink driving, drivers want to avoid the pr oblem
of penalties, physical injuries and/or social disapproval.   This is
one of the reasons why much of the road safety advertising in
Australia and New Zealand uses fear-based advertising appeals.
For example, cars are shown careering off roads and smashing
into trees or light poles and killing drivers and passengers. 

There is a large selection of fear-based anti-speeding
advertisements in Australia available for analysis because fear
appeals have been the dominant approach in this country [24].
Advertisements from road safety authorities were content
analysed [10] and from this sample of advertisements the
following results were determined. In the year 2000, Western
Australia had 31 different executions of road safety
advertisements, 25 of which were fear appeals, that is, 80% of

the road safety advertisements contained some degree of threat
to the viewing audience. Similarly, at the same time, the state of
Victoria produced 44 road safety advertisements, 32 of which
were fear appeals (73%).  New South Wales aired 11
advertisements, nine of which were fear appeals (81%).
Queensland had eight advertisements, seven of which wer e fear
appeals (88%). Tasmania had only five advertising executions,
but four of these were fear appeals (80%) and South Australia
had 16 advertisements, 11 of which were fear appeals (69%).
Additionally, many of the advertisements that were aired at the
time of the legislative change in residential speed zones (from
60km/h to 50km/h) were also fear based.  The majority of this
entire set of ads was fear-only advertisements. 

While there may have been a diminution in the per centage of
fear-based appeals in road safety advertising over the past ten
years, there is still a tendency to use this type of appeal due to
the attention-getting ability that this appeal delivers. The r ecent
New South Wales Roads and Traffic Authority ‘Pinkie’
campaign was considered a novel approach to persuading the
high-risk segment of young male drivers, but it is still based on
a social threat, that of social disapproval (versus the typical
physical threat used in road safety advertising). 

Increasing formative research in campaign development

At present a significant percentage of research dollars is devoted
to post-campaign tracking surveys. An increased allocation of
research resources and expenditure to the pre-test stage is
recommended.  First, undertaking research to thoroughly identify
and understand the target audience for the campaign (refer to
Table 1), and then developing several concepts for pr e-testing.
Kotler and Lee [25] recommend testing concept statements that
describe the theme of an advertisement (instead of using story
boards) as respondents can use the quality of the visual stimuli
(which are typically in the initial stages of production) to assess
likely effectiveness of the ad versus providing opinions on the
underlying message of the ad and whether or not they would be

Table 2. The steps involved when designing fear -relief communications

Author Job [13] La Tour and Zahra [22] Rogers [2]

Step 1 Evoke fear Create a fearful situation Increase magnitude of 
noxiousness (severity) and 
the conditional probability 
(susceptibility) of the event 

occurring if there is no 
behaviour change

Step 2 Offer desired behaviour Solution is provided as The availability and effectivenes
a means of fear reduction of coping responses, s 

to reduce or eliminate 
the noxious stimuli 

Conditions Event should be likely; level of Danger is depicted as serious -
fear should be matched by desired enough to warrant attention

behaviour to reduce fear
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receptive to the appeal. Kotler and Lee provide a guide for pre-
testing concepts (shown in Table 3).A key point from this list of
questions is that the researcher never asks whether the respondent
simply likes or dislikes the ad, as likeability of the ad should not
be used to gauge what is or is not a potentially effective r oad
safety campaign. 

Table 3. Recommended Pre-testing Questions [25]

What is the main message you get fr om this ad?

What else are they trying to say?

What do you think they want you to know?

What do you think they want you to believe or think?

What action do you think they want you to tak e?  Note: If
the respondent doesn’t mention the desired action say,
‘Actually, the main purpose of this ad is to persuade you
and people like you to….’

How likely do you think it is this ad will influence you to
take this action?

What about this ad works well for that purpose?

What doesn’t work well for that purpose?

How does the ad make you feel about (doing this
behaviour)?

Where is the place to reach you with this message/ad?
Where would you most likely notice it and pay attention to
it? Where are you when you make decisions about (this
behaviour)?

Hoekstra and Wegman [26] reinforce Kotler and Lee’s position
that pre-testing of campaign messages should be focused on
what the campaign is trying to accomplish in r egard to
behavioural change versus only determining the emotions
aroused by a proposed ad (‘careful pre-testing is in order, not
just in terms of how people experienced the imagery, but rather
of what most road safety campaigns are actually trying to
accomplish, namely, a change for the better in terms of
behaviour or behavioural intentions’) [26].  However, the
research findings in Dillard et al.’s [27] study whereby the
affects of surprise, fear and sadness encouraged message
acceptance, and puzzlement and anger discouraged message
acceptance, would also suggest that evoking the right emotion
is also critical to the effect of an advertisement.  Thus, when
pre-testing an advertising concept containing fear and r elief
components, further pre-testing questions should be included to
determine how the respondent will feel at the end of the ad.
Creating an advertisement that has viewers feeling r elief at the
end of the ad should be a k ey consideration when designing a
fear-relief advertisement.    

Other research which reinforces the importance of devoting
greater research (and production) expenditure on testing
concepts in the early stages of campaign development is
Donovan, Jalleh and Henley’s examination of whether
expensive advertisements were more or less effective than ads

with smaller budgets. It was determined that while big
production budget ads produced good results, less expensive
ads with the right message could be equally effective [28]. 

One further research issue concerns how to determine the
pattern of fear within an advertisement.  Thornton ’s research
[10] which specifically examined the effect of fear ar ousal and
reduction used both continuous response measurement (an
electronic dial – similar to the ‘ worm’ used during political
debates but with tense and relief anchors) and
psychophysiological recording of viewers’ skin conductance
responses during the entire advertisement.   Continuous
response measurement (CRM) overcomes previous static
measurement issues, such as those identified by Tay and Watson
[29] in their study on the effect of a thr eat-only message versus
threat plus strategies (coping strategies) to reduce the intention
of driving when fatigued.  The researchers undertaking this
study concluded their static survey instrument ‘ was not able to
differentiate between the levels of fear aroused and reduced, and
most likely, measured mainly the level fear aroused’.   

Ethical considerations when developing mass media
campaigns

Hastings, Stead and Webb raise concerns regarding the ethical
implications and negative by-products or unintended outcomes
of fear-based appeals [30]. Many of the criticisms dir ected at
the use of fear in social marketing campaigns could be linked to
the use of unresolved fear in many campaigns. Therefore, while
Hastings et al have some valid arguments in their discussion of
this topic, the use of fear-based advertising, if constructed and
tested correctly can result in positive outcomes on behaviour
change, and therefore fear-based ads that include fear reduction
should not be avoided. 

Zillmann and Weaver believe that high fear imagery may
actually increase the undesirable behaviour [31]. The arousal in
fear-only advertisements could, in the short term, carry over
and exacerbate an unsafe behaviour, such as speeding. For
example, habitual speeders may see high fear advertisements
and actually amplify their behaviour, just as Hull’s learning
theory [32] says that a drive, such as fear , will amplify the
dominant response and will actually increase the tendency to
speed if the target audience already have the habit of speeding.
This again points to the need to car efully design road safety
advertisements that end with relief messages that reduce any
fear arousal created in the first section of the ad. 

Research efforts need to be directed towards addressing newly
emerging unsafe driving behaviours, such as the effect of GPS
on driving attention and reaction times [33], and how to best
position this behaviour in regard to other risky driving
behaviours. For example, many people in the driving
population have negative attitudes towards the behaviour of
driving under the influence (DUI) of alcohol, yet they do not
hold the same views towards other risky driving behaviours,
such as speeding and mobile phone use when driving, which
can equally increase the risk of road crashes [34-35]. How best
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to use research findings such as ‘the impairments associated
with cell (mobile) phone drivers may be as gr eat as those
commonly observed with intoxicated drivers’[35] has major
ethical implications.  By drawing such parallels in mass media
campaigns, there may be gains in attitudes and behaviour for
reductions in speed and mobile phone use but this may be to
the detriment of the DUI cause.  

Drivers who regularly speed or use their mobile phone when
driving, and who have not experienced a r oad crash as a result
of these behaviours, could then discredit the risks presented in
DUI campaigns.  For example, a driver may think ‘I can
“safely” speed or “safely” use my phone when driving, so if the
risks are the same, perhaps I can “safely” drive after a few (too
many) drinks’. Elder et al’s [36] systematic r eview of mass
media campaigns concluded that mass media campaigns ar e
effective in reducing alcohol-impaired driving and alcohol-
related crashes, and have a greater effect when given the
condition of high visibility enforcement.   However, Tay finds
that alcohol ads alone can change road safety behaviour [21],
yet anti-speeding campaigns do require enforcement support for
there to be an effect.   This distinction lends support to ther e
being a difference in the perceptions of drivers regarding these
risky driving behaviours. 

Areas for further research

A potential unintended effect of the use of mass media to
address risky driving behaviours that only represent a small
percentage of road safety crashes - such as drug-driving or
driver fatigue - needs empirical investigation.Mass media
campaigns could possibly have the effect of cr eating a
perception that the risky behaviour is widespread. For example,
if a television campaign is aired highlighting the risks of drug-
driving it may lead viewers to feel that many people in the
community must be drug-driving as the road safety authority
has chosen to address the problem on such a large scale. This
can make the behaviour seem more ‘normal’ and therefore
acceptable, which a citizen may then use to justify engagement
in the behaviour.  Attempts at the prevention of such
behaviours are still required but ways to minimise this potential
effect needs further investigation.

Hastings et al suggest that other emotions (than fear) should be
explored [30]. This call for widening the scope of appeals in
social marketing has been addressed by some authors.  For
example, Lewis et al [37] undertook qualitative research in the
form of focus groups to examine positive appeals in road safety
advertising, such as humour. Stead et al applied the Theory of
Planned Behaviour in the development of ‘Foolsspeed’, a
Scottish road safety campaign, and found through their
formative research that credibility represented by ‘the depiction
of realistic, non-extreme driving events and empathy with the
daily pressures experienced by drivers, such as congestion and
hassle’ was perceived as an effective appeal [38]. 

Phillips, Ulleberg and Vaa recently reported the findings of their
meta-analysis, comprising 67 road safety campaigns from 12

different countries, and found a weighted average effect of a 9%
reduction in road crashes (and this reduction was greater for
campaigns with a drink-driving theme = 18%) [39].   Similar to
other studies, these researchers note that enforcement is
beneficial to the outcome of a campaign.  Phillips, Ulleber g and
Vaa also mention that roadside media (billboards and
variable/fixed message signs) improve road crash reduction
statistics.  Roadside safety reminders could be equated to point-
of-sale material in a supermarket.  Commercial marketers heavily
rely upon these reminders to influence sales as ‘being there at the
point of decision making’ is critical to brand choice.  Gr eater use
of campaign messages more proximal to the target behaviour
(for example, to influence a driver ’s speed choice) could be more
widely adopted and should be further investigated. 

Hoekstra and Wegman’s [26]  article containing advice on
improving road safety campaigns, recommends that mass media
campaigns need enforcement and education to have an effect on
reducing road crashes.  They also tentatively state that local
individualised campaigns have the greatest effect on reducing
road crashes, but the meta-analysis findings on which they base
this conclusion only contained a few campaigns of this type and
therefore there is some uncertainty to this piece of advice.
However, the potential of these ‘local, personally dir ected’
campaigns represents another area for further research.

Conclusion
It is advised that road safety authorities should avoid using fear-
only pattern advertisements and start to include mor e effective
relief (fear-reducing) components in their advertisements by
making fear-relief pattern advertisements. For example, rather
than creating an advertisement that ends with visuals of a car
smashing into a telegraph pole, shocking the viewer and leaving
them feeling tense (fear-only), the advertisement should end
with viewers feeling relieved that the driver has avoided hitting
the telegraph pole because the driver was not speeding. The
fear pattern theory suggests that a sequence of fear then r elief
stimuli will be optimal in causing attitude and/or behaviour
change. 

Notes
1It is important to clarify that Tay’s [1] reference to ‘fear reduction
strategies’ is entirely different to the use of the term ‘fear
reduction’ in this article.  Tay equates the term ‘fear reduction
strategies’ to what is typically known as ‘fear contr ol’. [2]
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